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Differentiation Basics
Our focus here will be to take a quick overview of the fundamentals of Differentiation. Our aim being
to clarify any uncertain points. We will also explain the three Differentiation rules.





Basics
Product Rule
Quotient Rule
Chain Rule

Basics:
Simple Formula: y = xN 
At this stage you should already have this in mind. But it’s important you also understand what this
means in English. All you do is bring down the original power and multiply it by what was
differentiated with one taken away from the power.

Question 1: What if y equals more than one number? If y equals more than one number than you
just differentiate them both separately and add them together.


EG:

Question 2: What if y equals a number without x (a constant)? Well then
assume that is in fact y = 8
by 0 is obviously 0.
EG:

=0. If y = 8, the

, then 0 is brought down and multiplied. And anything that is multiplied



Question 3: What if x doesn’t have a power? Like above, remember that x is in fact x1. Then when
you take away 1 from the power you will get
which equals 1.
EG: y = 4x 

= 4(1)x0 = 4

Question 4: What about if I am dividing by x instead of multiplying? If x you are dividing by x (x
below the line) then you must bring it up before you differentiate. Remember that this will multiply
the power by a negative sign when you bring it up.
EG:
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Differentiation Rules: Product, Quotient and Chain Rules

All the rules can be found in the Table Book: Page 25

When to Apply: You apply this rule if you have two variables (x’s) multiplied by each other.
Example: Product Rule
Leaving Cert 2006, Q6 (a) Differentiate

with respect to x.

and
and
(1)

{Let U and V stand for the equation}
{Differentiate U and V}

=

{Apply the formula from above}

When to Apply: If you need to differentiate a fraction (assuming that you cannot just bring the x up
using indices) then you need to use the Quotient Rule.
Example: Quotient Rule
Leaving Cert 2007, Q6 (a) Differentiate

with respect to x.

{Let U and V stand for the equation}
{Find

=
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WARNING! Keep an eye out for that minus sign in the
middle of the formula. It is easy to only apply it to the first
term it’s in front of rather than all of the numbers it is ahead
of. The minus sign also means that you cannot mix the order
up. It must be:

and not

The Chain Rule:
Knowing how to apply the Chain rule is vital. Although the formula features in the Table Book it is
difficult to understand and instead you should learn how to apply it.
When to Apply: You should use the Chain Rule when you have a function to the power of
something.
Example: Chain Rule
Leaving Cert 2005, Q6 (a) (i) Differentiate with respect to x,
==>
==>
==>

{Bring the power down and multiply}
{Take one away from the power}
{Differentiate what is inside the brackets}

.7

==>
Alternative way of looking at the Chain Rule:
We could also consider the Chain Rule in this way:
==>

{Allow U to stand for whatever is in the brackets}
{Differentiate it as you would do normally}

==>
.

{Then differentiate U and multiply it by the sum}

In a way you always multiply

by the sum. As if U = X, then differentiating it would give you 1

which would not interfere with the sum. So really:
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Differentiating Other Variables:
Our study of the basics of differentiation has focused so far on the use of functions which equal y and
are in terms of x. We will now expand our study to gain a better understanding of what the notation
really means and what to do if faced with other variables.

 Let’s focus first on why the top part is Dy: This occurs as the function we are differentiating
is y. So for instance,

becomes

. Alternatively if it was

then

= 3.

What the function is decides what part goes on top
 But why dx on the bottom? Well this occurs because the function is in terms of X. That is the
equation equals some numbers which are multiplied by X. So if y =
, then

. And if

=7

 Now that you understand what

stands for you can deal with questions using other

variables. In fact, some will require an answer for

even if you are dealing with other

variables as seen below.
Leaving Cert 2010 Q6 b, (i) Parametric equations of a curve are: x =

,

y=

,

where t

. Find

x=

y=

==>

{Differentiate x and get

==>

{Differentiate y and get

{Remember that I want
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.

=
. Remember to flip

WARNING! In the formula,

!This is as simple as just putting what is on top to the
bottom and what is at the bottom to the top.

Implicit Differentiation
This type of differentiation is similar to that of differentiating other variables in that you have to
manipulate your equation to reach

this occurs when you have both y and x in the function.

Leaving Cert 2010, Q6 c (i) A curve is defined by the equation x2y3 + 4x + 2y = 12. Find

in

terms of x and y.
{Differentiate each term separately first}

12  0
4x  4
2

{When you differentiate y, differentiate normally and then multiply by



.



,

}

{Product rule}

{Add all the differentiated parts together again}
{Bring the terms with
==>

{Factorise out the

}
and separate it}

Double Differentiation: Second Derivatives
To find the second derivative you must use double differentiation. Which is exactly what it sounds
like: Just differentiate twice. Differentiate once and when you have got that then differentiate your
result again. This turns

into

. These don’t feature very often but are required for a

differentiation application which you will deal with later.

Example: Double Differentiation
Mocks.ie
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Differentiate normally
Differentiate what was differentiated.

Trigonometry
A basic knowledge of trigonometry is all that is required to manage these differentiation questions.
There are three main questions which occur:




Basic Trigonometry Differentiation
Inverse Trigonometry (Substitution Method)
Inverse Trigonometry (Swapping Method)

Basic Trigonometry Differentiation:
Important Formula: All the important formula for Trigonometry Differentiation can be found on
page 25 of the Table Book.
Example: Trigonometry Differentiation
2
Leaving Cert 2009 Q6 (a) Differentiate sin(3x – x) with respect to x.

sin(3x2 – x) ==>

Let U=

SinU
SinU ==> CosU

{Differentiate}

CosU ==> CosU.

{Multiply by

==>Cos

{Sub back in values}

} (Explanation below)

WARNING! In the table book all the formula feature something
like,

etc.


But there is a part which isn’t apparent there:
However, when y = x, then

.

=1. So it doesn’t affect the

formula. This is why step three multiplies by
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Inverse Trigonometric Functions:
The following are the formula for Inverse Trig. Differentiation. They may all be found on page 26 of
the Table Book.

x
1
 f ' ( x) 
a
a2  x2
x
1
f ( x)  cos 1  f ' ( x) 
a
a2  x2
f ( x)  sin 1

f ( x)  tan 1

x
a
 f ' ( x)  2
a
a  x2

Example: Inverse Trig. Substitution
Leaving Cert 2008 Q7 c

Let y =

. Find
==>

and express it in the form

and U =

==>

U=
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==>

{Substitute U}

{Apply the formula with U to get
=

=

where a, b ∈ N.

}

{Sub back in U}

=

{Work out
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==>

=

==>

=

=

{Combine to get

}

This question is all about keeping your work tidy. Also this is a good example of the importance of
being able to see

and being able to switch between the two easily.

Example: Inverse Trig. Swapping
If the above seems too complicated there is another method which can be used particularly for
difficult inverse trigonometric functions. Basically your objective is to take a difficult inverse
trigonometry and find an inverse trigonometric function which is easier to compute.

Let y =
Find

and express it in the form

==> Sin y =

y=

Sin y =

=

where a, b ∈ N.
Remove the

, multiply by sin.

Table Book, p.16

STEP TWO: Draw a triangle using simple trig rules

Adj =? = 1
a=1
Cos y =

Tan y =
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, Tan y =

==> y =

{Use Pythagoras Theorem to find the other side}
{Review the other Trig. Functions which is easiest to compute}

{Remember that we are after

. Multiply both sides by
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=

{Apply the

formula to the equation}

Applications of Differentiation:
Here we are going to review the application questions for Differentiation. These all are relatively
straightforward but quite similar and it’s important that you are quite definite which steps belong to
which. We will look at the following questions:







Equation of a tangent
Increasing/Decreasing at a point
Increasing/Decreasing on an interval
Stationary Points
Local Max/Min
Inflection Points

To begin however we must look closer at what exactly

is. On a graph

is the slope of a tangent to

a curve. You will see this idea more clearly as we go through the applications and when we take a
look at graphs as well.
Example: Equation of a Tangent
Leaving Cert 2007 Q7, b (i) Find the equation of the tangent to the curve 3x2 + y2 = 28 at the

point (2, – 4).
{Differentiate the equation to find
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==>

=

=

{Find

at that point. This is the slope at that point}

==>
(page 18 of the Table Book)


{Insert the point and slope into the formula}

Example: Increasing/Decreasing at a Point
Not in the Table book ==>

Check whether the curve y =
==>

is increasing or decreasing at the point (

6x
{Sub in the point and use the formula}

Example: Increasing/Decreasing on an interval
Over what interval is the function
=0 (x

increasing?
{Differentiate. Put equal to 0 and factorise}

.

=4

=

decreasing {Select a point between 3 and 1}
{Select a point less than 1}

, increasing

{Select a point greater than 3}

Therefore, y is increasing for

Stationary Points:
Before we look at the Max/Min question we must first learn what a Stationary Point is:
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A stationary point is basically a point where
stationary point all you do is find

. It is stationary because it has no slope. To find a

let it equal 0 and get your values by factorising.

All stationary points are either Local Maximum/Minimum and the way to tell is below:

Not in the Table
Book!
Example: Local Minimum/Maximum
Leaving Cert 2006 Q6 b (i) The equation of a curve is

Show that the curve has a local maximum at the point (0, 8).
==>

{Differentiate once}

18
==>

{Factorise

}

{Find the x values for all your Stationary Points}
==>
=

=

{Double Differentiation}

{Sub in 0, as you wish to check (0, 8) and you know 0 is stationary}

So it is a Maximum

{Use the formula to define its nature}

= 8 {Take the original equation. Sub in 0 to get the y value}
Therefore it is a Local Maximum at (0, 8).
WARNING! It is easy to forget to find the y value at the
end but it is vital that you do so.
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Example: Inflection Points
Inflection points occur when

=0

Find the Inflection point of the curve y =

and prove that this point is an

inflection point.
y=
{Differentiate once}
{Double Differentiation}
 12x – 12



y=

=

{Put

=0, find X}

{Find a value for y using the original equation}

(1, 15) is an inflection point
Sometimes it can help to think of Inflection Points as Stationary Point for

.

Graphs:
Graphs are another element of the differentiation exam. The major question which appears with these
are Asymptotes but an understanding of other graphs, and just how to draw a graph is also crucial for
Question 6 and 7. We will focus on:



General Curve Sketching
Asymptotes

General Curve Sketching:
To sketch a curve we need to find the following,
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1.

Intercepts:

Where the curve cuts the x-axis by putting y  0 and
the y-axis by putting x  0 .

2.

Asymptotes:

As below.

3.

Turning Points: Found by letting

4.

Max/Min Points:

Found by testing

5.

Point of Inflection:

This occurs when

dy
0
dx

d2y
d2y
for
a
max
and

0
 0 for a min.
dx 2
dx 2
d2y
0
dx 2

Now we just join all the points together to form our curve.

Asymptotes:

xb

ya
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To find the equations of asymptotes to the curve y  f ( x) we:
(i) Horizontal asymptote:

lim f  x   a then y  a will be the asymptote.
x 

(ii) Vertical asymptote: If f  x  

u ( x)
then let v  x   0 and solve for x which will give the
v( x)

asymptote.

3x  7
2x  3
Solution: 1st find horizontal asymptote,
3x  7
 y  lim
x  2 x  3
3 7x
 lim
x  2  3
x
3

2
3
y 
is the first asymptote.
2
Now find vertical asymptote
Let 2 x  3  0
 2x  3
3
 x
2
3
Therefore the second asymptote is x  .
2
E.g.

Find the asymptotes of y 
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(iv) Point of inflection
dy
Since
 3 x 2  12 x  9
dx
2
d y
d2y
 2  6 x  12
{Pt. of inflection when
 0}
dx
dx 2
©6mocks.ie
x  12  0
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x2
If x  2 then y  23  6  2   9  2 
2

2x 1
x2
Find the points at which the curve y  f  x  crosses the x-axis and y -axis

E.g. Let y  f  x  

i
 ii  Show that the curve y  f  x  has no stationary points or points of inflection.
 iii  Find the asymptotes of the curve.
 iv  Draw a rough sketch of the curve.
Solution:

i

2x 1
0
x2
 2 x 1  0
1
x
2
1
 y
2

x-axis: Let y  0 

y -axis: Let x  0









Thus the curve cuts the x-axis at  1 , 0 and the y -axis at 0,  1 .
2
2

 ii  Using the Quotient rule,
y


dy

dx

2x 1
x2
 x  2  .2   2 x  1 .1



 x  2
5

 x  2

2

2

 0, for all x.

Thus the curve has no stationary points (In fact, as

dy
 0 for all x,
dx

the curve is always decreasing)
d2y
3
Then
 5.  2  x  2 
2
dx
10

 0, for all x.
( x  2)3
Thus the curve has no points of inflection.
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 iii 

Horizontal asymptote

2x 1
x  x  2
2  1x
 lim
x  1  2
x

y  lim

2
Thus y  2 is the horizontal asymptote
Vertical asymptote
x20
 x  2 is the vertical asymptote.
c
(iv)

d

y2

a

b

x2

TOP TIP: If you are unsure as to the direction of the curve or in which quadrant it should go, simply
put in a few values for x to get a point on the curve, this should help!
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Differentiation and Roots:
We will now take a look at the Newton Raphson Method which is a system of finding the roots of a
cubic equation. There is a differentiation application associated with this which we will also look at.



Proving roots are between two points
The Newton Raphson Method

Example: Proving Roots are between two points
If

, then there must be a root between x and y.

Leaving Cert 2009 Q7 c (i) (c) The function

Not in Table Book

has only one real

root. Show that the root lies between 2 and 3.
=

and

{Sub 2 into the function}
{Sub 3 into the function}

. Therefore there is a root between 2 and 3

The Newton-Raphson Method:
If xn is the first approximation to the root of the equation f  x   0 , then the second approximation
is given by

xn 1  xn 

f  xn 

f '  xn 

Table book, page 27.

You should apply this using a Tabular-system. As in, set up a table which each value separately and
then combine them.
N

XN

Where N is the number of the approximation and
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f(Xn)

f ‘ (Xn)

XN+1 = Xn –

is the value of that approximation.
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Example: Newton Raphson Method
Leaving Cert 2007 Q7 (a) Taking 1 as the first approximation of a root of

use the Newton-Raphson method to calculate the second approximation of this root.

N

XN

1

1

f(Xn)

f ‘ (Xn)

XN+1 = Xn –

5

Calculations below:
STEP ONE: Find


by subbing 1 in

STEP TWO: Differentiate and sub 2 in

STEP THREE: Combine them in the table above and state your answer clearly
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Further Applications
There are some final applications which focus on the real world applications of Differentiation. These
require another different interpretation of




. We will cover:

Speed/Velocity
Acceleration
Related rates of change

may also be seen as the rate of change. It means the rate of change of y with respect to X.
Velocity = The rate of change of position with respect to time
Acceleration = The rate of change of velocity with respect to time
Interpreted in this way we can calculate Velocity and Acceleration using Differentiation.

Further Applications: Differentiation and Motion
Just when you thought you could apply differentiation any more there are a few further application
questions which you need to be capable of answering. These all focus around differentiation and
motion.

Example: Find the speed/velocity.
Velocity is just a fancy word for speed and both are interchangeable.
Leaving Cert 2009 Q6 b(ii) An object moves in a straight line such that its distance from a fixed

point is given by s =
, where s is in metres and t is in seconds.
Find the speed of the object when t = 5 seconds.
s=

==> s =

{Differentiate s, the distance}

==>
{Sub in the value for t=5}
{Insert the unit. Speed is measured in m/sec}
WARNING! You are asked to find the speed here,
do not think that S stands for speed, it stands for
distance. Pay particular attention to this as it is
designed to slip you up!
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Example: Find the acceleration
The distance, s, travelled by a car is given as: S =
S=

. Find the acceleration after 1 second.

.
{Differentiate once}
{Double differentiation}

t = 1,

= 10 m/

{Sub in t=1 and Acceleration is measured in m/
WARNING! In no other questions are you required to
insert a unit of measurement, but if you do not do so
for velocity and acceleration then you will lose marks!

Example: Related Rates of Change
Above we looked at rates of change in relation to speed and acceleration, but it can be applied to
many other circumstances.
In most rates of change problems we deal with three things:
1. What we want to find
2. What we are given
3. What we need to complete the fraction.
Find = (Given)  (What we need…)





dy
dx 1
when x  2, given

2
dt
dt
Solution: Find=Given  Need
dy dx dy

 
Link
dt dt dx
3
2
y   x 2  3x 
dy 1
2
 
 3 x  3x .  2 x  3
2
dt
2
dy
2
2

3
x

3
x
 2 x  3


2
 3 x  3 x  2 x  3
dx
2
dy 3
2
 at x  2

 4  6   4  3
2
dt
6
3

E.g. If y  x 2  3x , find
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